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Politics is boring
Interviewer:

Do you or (.) think you’d ever go on that
site are you political people?

Fatima:

I don’t want to know

Interviewer:

You don’t want to know?

Fatima:

I don’t really like politics

Interviewer:

What is it you don’t like about politics?

Fatima:

It’s too hard

Int:

It’s too hard?

Tahirah:

It’s kind of confusing actually

Fatima:

Yeah (.) it’s complicated

Can the internet help?
•

Widely hailed as means to invigorate interest in
civic/public sphere

•

‘Fit’ between young people’s interests and
internet – dialogic, flexible, alternative, nonhierarchical, low commitment

•

UKCGO survey of 12-19 year olds
–

54% visit a civic site

–

34% made a website

–

26% read news online

–

22% have voted for something

The online invitation
“We want children and young people to feel that
they can influence the services they receive. We
want to see them contributing to and benefiting
from their local communities. We want them to feel
heard and valued and to be able to make a
difference” (Minister for Young People, 2001)
“. . . an abundance of civic and political activity by
and for youth [which] invite young people to
participate in a wide range of issues, including
voting, voluntarism, racism and tolerance, social
activism and, most recently, patriotism, terrorism
and military conflict” (Montgomery et al, 2004)

Focus on the gap between
producers and recipients
•

Young people take the first steps – visit the
sites, etc – but don’t follow through

•

An empirical gap of public policy significance

•

Crucially, also an interpretative gap
–

A matter of communication, of communicative
roles, mediated textually, between implied authors
and implied readers

–

So, we can analyse the online invitation in terms
of encoding and decoding, activity and
interactivity, genre and context

Case: Connexions’ Epal site
•

Six producer
interviews with Epal,
Need2know, BBC
Teens, Childnet etc.

•

Nine paired depth
interviews/
observations with
14-15 year olds
in school

Subject matter
Producers

Teens

•

•

‘It’s a bit boring’, ‘quite
grown-up’, ‘just facts’

•

Exciting ambition to ‘join
up’ services for ‘youth’ (i.e.
13-19 year olds)

Age range too broad: ‘for
older young people’, ‘written
by geeky young people’

•

‘It’s cheesy’, ‘dull’

•

‘It’s funky, it’s cool’

•

•

Aims to ‘involve’ young
people, ‘participation in the
broadest sense’ (meaning?)

Content too broad - unclear
if leisure or work, fun or
useful, participatory or
informative

•

A managed gateway for
ordinary young people to
introduce them to
local/public services

Formal composition
Producers
•

Wanted Lara Croft-type
game but too expensive

•

Branding for youth – cool,
colourful, magazine format

•

Asha, the avatar/host, the
‘implied author’, invites
them to (1) interact, (2)
explore issues, (3) create
(c.f. Ofcom definition of
‘media literacy’)

•

Aim for clean, simple layout

Teens
•
Prefer other sites – more
colourful, fun
•

‘Just chunks and chunks of
writing’, no narratives,
personal stories, no real
people, no games

•

Hard to navigate (e.g. look
for careers info on ‘create’)
and to understand (become
a young people’s consultant,
you could be a volunteer –
meaning?)

•

Prefer debates to one-sided
(biased) information

Mode of address
Producers
•
Difficulty of identifying
producer as government
url: www.epal.tv
•

Don’t wish to address ‘Blue
Peter kids’, nor the
seriously disadvantaged,
but all the rest

•

Yet feedback obtained from
‘the usual suspects’

•

Despite participatory aims,
also aim to tell young
people the things they
‘need’ to know, ‘deliver’ info
to help them make the
‘right choices’

Teens
•
If url was .gov, would be
boring, they wouldn’t visit,
but .tv confusing; prefer to
trust big commercial brands
•

Unclear mode of address Asha – is she Asian? Has an
American accent…

•

Broad appeal to typical kids
easily misses its mark (c.f.
Eco on closed texts and
aberrant readings)

•

‘So stereotypical’

Reception in context
Beyond features of the genre
(or ‘preferred’ producer/recipient contract)
•
•
•

Subject matter
Formal composition
Mode of address

Interpretation always occurs in context
A youth-centred approach reveals further themes, where
decoding further escapes encoding…
•
•
•

Action consequences
Literacy
Power

Action consequences
Producers
•
Want inviting space for
teens to ‘have their say’

Teens
•
Cynical that anyone is
listening – either adults or
other teens

•

But safety requires all text
to be pre-moderated –
expensive

•

Instrumental rejection of
talk without direct
consequences

•

How their ‘say’ is listened to
depends on stakeholder
partners, not a matter of
design

•

If they want to know what
we think, why don’t they
come and meet us?

•

Compare site with other
domains where actions do
have consequences:
– Protests on the news
– School council

•

Unclear on site what
happens to teens’
contributions, if anything

Literacy
Producers
•
Good design keeps safety
features in the background

Teens
•
Invitation to interact seen first
and foremost as a safety risk

•

•

If safety features not explicit,
they assume them absent

•

Who made this site?

•

Who is giving this advice?

•

Much consideration of
safety but behind the
scenes
Or buried in unread privacy
policies

•

Or implicit in the absence of
•
links

•

And authorship is not
explicit because
‘government is boring’ and
‘it’s your space’

•

‘Why would you send in a
photo, that’s stupid’
‘You don’t need to give your
address do you?’

Power
Producers
•
Assume site will be
read as intended
•

i.e. normative reading

•

Aim for clarity (closed
texts) rather than
dialogic engagement
(that assumes variable
knowledge and
interests)

Teens
•
Some appreciate this, especially
the less net-literate, the more
literate resent it
•
‘It’s just like the typical things
you find on a teenage website,
very stereotypical, all about
celebrities and music’
•
‘You can’t get one site to please
all the different kinds of people’
•
If knowledgeable, the site is
superficial, if not, it’s too much
writing
•
Why do they block the sex sites
but not the advertising?

Conclusion
Producer/
text/reader

Text/reader/
context

Communicative…
Purpose Subject matter

Action
consequences

Form Formal
composition

Media literacy

Effect Mode of address

Power/resistance
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